Living cells have evolved a range of mechanisms to recognize a diverse set of environmental cues, including those present in spatially graded doses. For instance, in addition to being sensitive to spatial gradients of various dissolved chemical factors (chemotaxis)^[@R1]^, many eukaryotic cell types can detect gradients in the chemical or physical properties of the cell adhesion substratum, such as the graded density of the surface-bound extracellular matrix proteins (haptotaxis)^[@R2],[@R3]^ or graded substratum rigidity (durotaxis)^[@R4],[@R5]^. Within these gradients, individual cells can migrate towards higher ECM densities or stiffer areas of the substratum. Our understanding of the mechano-chemical guidance cues associated with adhesion substrata comes mostly from studies, in which the cell substratum is defined to be flat and featureless. However, the more native, *in vivo* cell adhesion surfaces are topographically more complex, primarily due to a large diversity of ECM features spanning multiple scales of size and organization. For example, collagen fibrils and fibers interlinked within complex matrices are exemplary of this 3D topographic complexity^[@R6]^.

A convenient way to mimic and study the effects of complex ECM topographies, while retaining the advantages of essentially 2D experimentation, is to use quasi-3D, nano-patterned surfaces, capturing the *in vivo* geometry and size ranges of large ECM fibers. In our prior analysis, we found that many types of mammalian cells have the ability not only to anisotropically orient their migration and polarization in contact with ridged nano-topographic structures^[@R7]-[@R10]^, but also to detect and respond to gradients of these nano-scale features by biasing their directional migration^[@R11],[@R12]^. This novel phenomenon of single cell sensitivity to the topography gradient, also reported on micro-scale^[@R13]^, which we will term here "topotaxis", is still poorly understood. In particular, it is not clear whether it is a version of more accepted haptotaxis and durotaxis processes, or if it is distinct from them in some essential way. Furthermore, the molecular basis of topotaxis is still not explored. Finally, it has not been addressed whether there is a potential for topotaxis to affect the invasive behavior of cancer cells interacting with the surrounding ECM. We thus set out to examine topotaxis in the context of one of the most invasive cancers, melanoma.

Melanoma, an aggressive cancer mostly affecting the skin, results in the highest percentage of skin cancer related deaths^[@R14]^. Melanoma cells can develop from more benign radial growth patterns to more invasive, vertical growth^[@R14]^. In the latter case, cell invasion takes place through the dermis, a collagen-rich and cell-poor layer of connective tissue. Within dermis, collagen fibers are highly organized and frequently aligned, presenting an organized ECM-based adhesion substratum. As cancer cells migrate through the collagen matrix, they frequently express proteins, such as matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), that can break down collagen fibers, which can cause the inhomogeneous density in the matrix and generate arrays of severed fiber bundles^[@R15],[@R16]^. Melanoma cells and resident fibroblasts can also deposit matrix components, with fibronectin, which is essential for invasive cell migration^[@R17],[@R18]^.

Increasing melanoma invasiveness is frequently associated with a range of genetic changes, one of which is a loss of functional PTEN, which can lead to over-activation of PI3K-Akt signaling pathway^[@R14]^. Although this pathway has been associated with controlling cell migration, how it can influence melanoma invasiveness is currently unknown. Here, we provide evidence for topotaxis of melanoma cells, and show that it depends on the material properties of both the model matrix environment (density and structure) and the cell itself (stiffness). Genetic changes, such as loss of PTEN and the local density of ECM can determine the directionality of topotaxis-driven cell migration. In particular, we show that there exist conditions under which more aggressive melanoma cells can shift in the direction of sparser quasi-3D matrix, modeling the *in vivo* ECM features, whereas, strikingly, non-invasive melanoma cells shift in the opposite direction. We suggest a model accounting for this behavior and show that, in agreement with model predictions, the manipulation of the PI3K-Akt or ROCK-MLCK dependent signaling pathways can determine the direction of the topotactic movement. The results have important implications for understanding the interplay between genetic mutations associated with cancer aggressiveness and the invasive properties of the cells. The results can also account for basic mechanisms underlying topotaxis in different cell types, and underscore the importance of accounting for materials properties of cells and their micro-environment in understanding physiological and pathological processes.

Topotaxis of melanoma guided by the gradient of post density {#S1}
============================================================

To examine topotactic properties of melanoma cells, we used capillary force lithography to fabricate arrays of nano-scale posts with graded post density. We refer to these arrays as graded post density arrays (GPDA). GPDAs had the gradient of post spacing in one of the orthogonal directions (*x* direction in [Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), with the density varying between 0.3 and 4.2 μm, and constant spacing (600 nm) in the other direction (*y* direction in [Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Each post was 600 nm in diameter, within the range of natural collagen fiber (from 50 nm to 20 μm)^[@R6],[@R19],[@R20]^ was then coated with fibronectin (FN) to focus on the matrix component essential for invasive migration, and melanoma cells were plated on the surface ([Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Since the scale of single cell is one order of magnitude larger than that of the nano-posts, such anisotropic nanotopography can present a directional physical cue to a cell attached on to the substrata. Invasive 1205Lu melanoma cells adhering to this substratum displayed spreading and active migration, similar to their overall behavior on flat adhesion substrata. However, individual cells also frequently exhibited distinct organization of membrane protrusions, depending on the local post density: long/parallel filopodia on sparser post density side and short/randomly oriented, thicker protrusions on denser post density side ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The bundles of long and parallel filopodia observed on sparser density side are similar to those found at the leading edge of cells undergoing directional migration^[@R21]^. This result was consistent with the possibility of topotactic cell behavior, which we directly explored next.

We tracked the biased shift in the location of invasive (1205Lu) and non-invasive (SBcl2) melanoma cells lines on GPDAs coated with FN at two distinct densities, 10 and 50 μg/ml, for 3 days. In particular, we explored if cells would accumulate in the sparser or denser areas of the substratum. Interfacing with denser arrays of posts can present cells with both higher overall amount of ECM and a less deformable, thus, more effectively rigid surfaces. Therefore, both haptotactic and durotactic mechanisms of cell migration would predict that cells might accumulate over time in denser parts of the substratum^[@R12],[@R13]^. Surprisingly, in contrast to this prediction, we observed that both cell lines accumulated in sparser areas, if the surface was pre-coated with 10 μg/ml of FN ([Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). At 50 μg/ml of FN, the results were divergent, with 1205Lu cells accumulating in the sparser array areas, whereas SBcl2 cells accumulating in the denser array zones. These results could only be accounted by directed cell migration. Cell proliferation for individual cell lines was independent of the post density, although invasive cells proliferated faster than non-invasive cells, particularly on lower FN density ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To investigate whether this biased accumulation results from a directional migration mechanism and to explore its generality in other cell types, we then tracked live cells for a much shorter time of 5 hours, which allowed to perform continuous live cell imaging. Consistent with the results above ([Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), we found for two invasive melanoma cell lines examined, 1205Lu and WM983B, that cells migrated toward sparser post array zones of GPDA pre-coated with 10 and 50 μg/ml of FN, again suggesting that this topotactic cellular migration was guided by a mechanism distinct from haptotaxis or durotaxis ([Figs. 1d,e](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The direction of topotactic migration of two non-invasive melanoma cell lines, SBcl2 and WM1552, was again FN density dependent. These cells exhibited directional cell migration opposite to that of invasive cells (i.e. toward dense post array zones on GPDA) on surfaces pre-coated with 50 μg/ml of FN; however, on GPDA pre-coated 10 μg/ml of FN, they switched the migration directionality and shifted from dense to sparse array zones (the same direction as their invasive counterparts) ([Figs. 1d,e](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that the melanoma cells are highly sensitive to the gradient of the density of topographic features, and that this topotactic behavior is not equivalent to either haptotactic or durotactic directed cell guidance.

Invasive melanoma cells migrate from denser to sparser areas {#S2}
============================================================

We confirmed that 1205Lu melanoma cells showed significant biased topographic shifts, with a broad distribution of single cell trajectories on GPDAs pre-coated with 10 and 50 μg/ml of FN ([Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We also found that the migration bias was at least partially accounted for by a bias in motility persistence ([Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We then used high resolution cell imaging to address putative mechanisms of the topotactic migration. In particular, we examined the possibility that topotaxis results from the differential ability of individual cells to conform to the topography of the underlying substratum. Cells whose plasma membrane-associated cortical cytoskeleton is relatively stiff can, as a consequence, have less deformable membranes^[@R22]-[@R24]^, not capable of full penetration into the areas separating the nano-posts, thus being unable to fully conform to the shapes of the gaps between topographic features. Hence, this limited membrane deformability could lead to a decreased overall contact between the plasma membrane and the substratum-bound ECM. In the extreme, it can prevent contact with the lateral post surfaces, i.e. essentially localizing spreading cells only to the tops of the posts. On the other hand, cells with less stiff cortical cytoskeleton and thus more deformable membranes might successfully envelop the posts and spaces between them, thus increasing their exposure to ECM. Of course, this differential ability to conform to the complex surface topography depends on the features of the topography itself, e.g., the local spacing between the posts. To explore this conceptual model, we first directly addressed the possibility of differential cell penetration into the inter-post spaces by high resolution 3D imaging the focal adhesion (FA) complexes. We found that FA complexes (indicating the location of cell-ECM interfaces) indeed displayed differential depth of penetration into the inter-post spaces in the sparser vs. denser areas of GPDA ([Figs. 2b,c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, scanning electron microscopy imaging suggested presence of pseudopods between posts in sparser but not denser areas ([Supplementary Fig. 5a](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As a result of differential penetration, cells migrating towards areas maximizing their ECM contact would be expected to migrate to lower post densities for softer cells, consistent with the experimental observations and thus supporting the conceptual model of topotaxis.

Although cell stiffness may be an inherent property of a specific cell type, it may also depend on the input from the cell adhesion substratum, and in particular the local density of the topographic features. To explore this possibility, we directly measured effective stiffness of the cortical cytoskeleton and the associated plasma membrane^[@R25],[@R26]^. Specifically, we examined micro-rheological properties of 1205Lu cells by magnetic twisting cytometry, using RGD-coated beads bound to the integrin receptors on the cell surfaces. We analyzed displacements of these beads in response to magnetic forces, which allowed us to determine the effective resistance of these beads to forces displacing them and thus to evaluate cell stiffness and its dependence on the local post density. Interestingly, the effective stiffness values of 1205Lu cells were significantly lower in the sparser post zones, compared to the values found in denser zones ([Fig. 2d](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This result suggested that, both due to a lower cell stiffness and increased inter-post distances, 1205Lu cell-ECM contact can be relatively more extensive in the lower vs. higher post density zones, consistent with the model connecting the direction of the topotactic motility with the ability to conform to the topographic features of the cell adhesion substratum.

PI3K vs. ROCK signaling determines topotaxis direction {#S3}
======================================================

What can account for the dependence of the cell stiffness on the post density? It is generally accepted that the cortical cytoskeleton can increase its apparent stiffness as a function of enhanced cross-linking of actin polymers due to augmented myosin activity^[@R27]^. Myosin can in turn be regulated by phosphorylation of the myosin light chain (MLC) by the MLC kinase (MLCK). MLCK activity is regulated by elevated activation of the small GTPase RhoA causing up-regulation of the activity of the RhoA-dependent kinase (ROCK)^[@R28]-[@R30]^. RhoA activity can be triggered by an increased ECM engagement by integrin receptors, and thus be enhanced by more extensive cell-ECM contact. We indeed found that MLC phosphorylation was correlated with the density of FN in 1205Lu cells ([Fig. 2e](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). It thus seemed paradoxical that the stiffness of 1205Lu cells would decrease rather than increase on sparser post array, where the cell-substratum contact is expected to be higher. However, this paradox can be resolved if another signaling pathway triggered by ECM acts to counteract the effects of ECM-activated RhoA-ROCK-MLCK pathway. One such pathway operates through the activation of another small GTPase, Rac1, frequently accompanied by elevated activity of PI3K^[@R31],[@R32]^. We indeed found that, in 1205Lu cells, an increasing engagement of FN triggered progressively higher PI3K activation in an ECM dose dependent fashion, as evaluated by phosphorylation of the downstream kinase Akt ([Fig. 2e](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These results thus suggested that both ROCK and PI3K signaling can be enhanced by ECM, with the potential for opposing effects on the membrane protrusion and effective stiffness. Furthermore, we found evidence for negative cross-regulation between ROCK and PI3K that could enhance this effect ([Supplementary Fig. 6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For 1205Lu cells, the effect of PI3K could dominate that of ROCK, thus leading to decreasing rather than increasing effective membrane stiffness with decreasing post density ([Fig. 2f](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Based on these observations, we tested this model in the next set of experiments.

If the directionality of topotaxis is defined by differential control of cell stiffness, which in turn depends on the ECM regulated interplay between PI3K and ROCK-activated pathways, pharmacological perturbations of these pathways are expected to affect topotaxis properties ([Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, a sufficiently strong inhibition of PI3K signaling pathway could allow the ROCK-activated pathway to dominate the outcome ([Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This could lead to a reversal of the stiffness dependence on the post density, and thus could in turn reverse the direction of the topotactic cell displacement. Indeed, we observed that PI3K inhibition reversed the directionality of topotactic motility of 1205Lu cells, at both 10 and 50 μg/ml of FN coating density ([Figs. 3b,c](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In agreement with the model above, the cell stiffness profile was also reversed by PI3K inhibition, with the higher cell stiffness values now observed at the sparser density zones of the post arrays ([Fig. 3d](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). However, inhibition of ROCK did not change either the direction of topotaxis or stiffness profile, regardless of FN coating density ([Figs. 3e-g](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), also in agreement with the model ([Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Our topotaxis model also implied that, due to differential contact with ECM across the length of a single cell, PI3K activity is expected to be polarized. Notably, spatially localized PI3K activation has been associated with directional migration in different cell types^[@R1],[@R33],[@R34]^. To directly assess local PI3K activity, we transfected cells with 3-phosphoinotitide-specific Akt pleckstrin-homology domain fused with fluorescent protein (mRFP in 1205Lu or GFP in SBcl2), thus directly tracking PI3K activity in individual cells. We indeed observed that spatial localization of PI3K signaling in individual 1205Lu cells was polarized toward sparser post arrays, where effective membrane stiffness decreases ([Supplementary Fig. 7](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

PTEN reverses topotaxis of non-invasive melanoma {#S4}
================================================

The dominance of PI3K activity over RhoA-ROCK-MLCK signaling may be a specific characteristic of invasive melanoma cell lines, such as 1205Lu, known to have a loss of functional PTEN, a PI3K antagonist^[@R14]^. We confirmed that these cell lines had elevated basal levels of Akt phosphorylation compared to non-invasive SBcl2 and WM1552C cells ([Fig. 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, the activity of ROCK was relatively higher in the non-invasive cells, suggesting a change in the relative balance of both PI3K and ROCK pathways, affecting the cell stiffness and protrusive activity. In spite of this pathway 'rebalancing', we found that both PI3K and ROCK activities again correlated with the surface FN density ([Fig. 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Using these data, we predicted that PI3K dominance over ROCK signaling would occur in SBcl2 cells at low but not high ECM density ([Fig. 4c](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), explaining the reversal of topotactic direction in non-invasive compared to invasive cells at 50 μg/ml, but not at 10 μg/ml ([Figs. 1d,e](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [4d](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This explanation was further supported by the reversal of the dependency of the cell stiffness on the post density and of the spatially bias of PI3K signaling toward denser post regions in SBcl2 vs. 1205Lu cell lines, observed at high but not low FN coating density ([Fig. 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. 7c](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results suggested that the stiffness of non-invasive cells at higher ECM density values can be such that they would display essentially no penetration in the inter-post spaces. Furthermore, these results imply that increasing inter-post distance, which might have gradually become more permissive for inter-post membrane protrusion, is compensated in these cells at high ECM density by increasing cell stiffness, ensuring that cells essentially remain at the top of the posts at any post density. We indeed found that, whereas at 10 μg/ml of FN the penetration of the plasma membrane (as evaluated by FA confocal microscopy imaging) was similar to that found in 1205Lu cells, at 50 μg/ml of FN the average penetration was close to zero ([Figs. 4f, g](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, in contrast to non-invasive cells cultured on GPDA pre-coated with 10 μg/ml of FN and invasive cells on both examined FN densities, which showed differential vertical penetration of pseudopods, pseudopods of SBcl2 on 50 μg/ml of FN pre-coated GPDA were exclusively found on the tops of posts, independent of the post density, suggesting very limited penetration between posts ([Supplementary Fig. 5b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To further confirm the role of differential balancing between PI3K and ROCK pathways in defining topotactic migration in the non-invasive SBcl2 cell line, we explored the effect of pharmacological perturbations of these pathways. In this case, PI3K inhibition was predicted to enhance the reversal of topotactic migration of SBcl2 cells vs. 1205Lu cells, so that the direction would be now reversed at both high and low FN coating densities, permitting consistent cell displacement from lower to higher post density areas. Inhibition of ROCK, on the other hand, was predicted to abolish the relative migration reversal and to induce directed migration from denser to sparser zones at all FN coating densities ([Fig. 5a](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). These effects were indeed observed ([Figs. 5b-g](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the directionality of topotactic migration was again consistent with the effect of pharmacological perturbations on how cell stiffness or persistence of cell migration depended on post and ECM density ([Figs. 5d,g](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, to mimic genetic loss of PTEN, expected to enhance PI3K activity and potentially suppress ROCK activity, we pharmacologically inhibited this phosphatase. As expected in accordance with our model, non-invasive SBcl2 and WM1552 cells, at 50 μg/ml of FN, showed topotactic migration from dense to sparse areas of the post array, thus now showing topotaxis directionality consistent with that of invasive cell ([Figs. 5h,i](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

Outlook {#S5}
=======

Oriented cell motility in gradients of topographic features, termed here 'topotaxis', has remained largely unexplained. The data presented in this study suggest a mechanism that strongly depends on the ability of the plasma membrane and the underlying cortical cytoskeleton to conform to the topographic complexity of the cell adhesion substratum. The complex substratum topographies can be a reflection of the ECM structure in the cell vicinity, composed of both intact and potentially severed fibers, interlinked around a cell in a complex meshwork. Our analysis suggests that a gradient of density of such topographic features can be differentially interpreted by a cell as either attractive or repulsive, depending on whether the cell forms ECM contacts only due to exploration of the immediate surfaces of the topographic features (e.g., the tops of the posts in this study), or it enhances the ECM contact by penetrating into spaces separating these features (e.g., exploring inter-post spaces in this study). We found that this differential ability to conform to the topographic complexity was a function of the genetic differences naturally present in melanoma cells of different degrees of invasiveness, as well as the signaling activity triggered by engagement of ECM. Importantly, both genetic and signaling inputs affected the same signaling circuit, involving PI3K and ROCK dependent pathways, which in turn regulated the effective stiffness of the cortical cytoskeleton and the plasma membrane and thus directionality of topotaxis.

In spite of its apparent complexity, the mechanism of topotaxis is easily generalized to three possible classes of cell interactions with topographically complex ECM environment. If a cell is either fully compliant with the ECM topography (can fully envelop ECM fibers) or is fully non-compliant (is localized on the tops of ECM fibers, being incapable to envelop them), the guidance effect of a graded ECM topography is similar to the haptotactic guidance, in which cells are expected to migrate up the gradient of ECM density, and thus higher density of topographic features. However, if the cell has an intermediate compliance, it may have higher ECM penetration and thus ECM contact in sparser rather than denser matrix zones, which can guide its migration from denser to sparser feature zones. Cell compliance to the matrix structure is a function of the cell stiffness, which in turn can be a function of ECM triggered signaling activity, resulting in a feedback control of topotactic migration. Interestingly, this conceptual model allows for the possibility that even the same topography gradient can specify opposite migration directions. This has been observed to occur when fibroblasts undergo topotaxis in two opposite directions on the same ECM topography gradient, migrating towards an optimum ECM fiber density (i.e., converging away from very sparse or very dense areas)^[@R11]^. In this case the fibroblasts are predicted to be fully compliant in the sparser ECM zones and only partially compliant in denser ECM areas.

Membrane stiffness and thus cell compliance to the topographic features of the surrounding matrix and, ultimately, the topotaxis direction, are found here to depend on a specific signaling network architecture, in which two parallel signaling pathways, both triggered by the ECM-integrin engagement have opposite effects on the cortical cytoskeleton and the effective membrane stiffness. Thus, the stiffness value or, conversely, protrusive activity of the plasma membrane, is a result of a balance of activities in these pathways. With increasing dominance of PI3K-Akt activity, the stiffness value decreases and thus membrane compliance to the matrix topography can increase ([Fig. 6a](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, if ROCK-MLCK pathway activity dominates, the membrane stiffness can increase, limiting compliance to the topographic features ([Fig. 6b](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Relative balance of signaling activities in these pathway, such as PI3K and its antagonist, PTEN, can shift across the length of a single cells which is expected to orient directional cell migration^[@R35],[@R36]^. Thus, as observed in this study, locally polarized PI3K activity biased by inhomogeneous cell-ECM contact could help explain topotactic migration on a single cell level. As demonstrated in this study, both genetic and pharmacological perturbations of PI3K and ROCK-MLCK signaling pathways can change their relative dominance, and switch the directionality of topotactic migration. Interestingly, this signaling network architecture is structurally similar to the one proposed to account for chemotactic cell migration (the so-called LEGI network)^[@R1],[@R37]^, suggesting that similar principles underlie the control of distinct tactic mechanisms.

The mechanism of topotaxis proposed here emphasizes intimate interdependence of the matrix structure and the activity of the signaling networks controlling cell mechanics. This framework can provide a unifying view of the effects of different genetic mutations implicated in progression from non-invasive to invasive cell behavior. For instance, the loss of PTEN is frequently observed in transition of cancer cells to aggressive and invasive growth, but the exact reason for this switch in cell phenotype is not clear. Furthermore, it has been shown in mouse models that a gradual decrease in PTEN gene dosage progressively increasing the ability of melanoma cells and normal melanocytes to penetrate extracellular matrix^[@R38]^. The topotaxis model proposed here strongly suggests that the increased dominance of the PI3K-Akt signaling pathway precipitated by the loss of PTEN leads to an increased cell compliance and topotaxis from dense to sparse matrix areas. Since cancer invasion is also frequently accompanied by partial degradation of ECM due to an increased expression of MMPs, migration from denser to sparser matrix areas can enhance the ability of the cells to shift to the areas of sparser and, possibly more aligned matrix fibers, enabling more directed and efficient aggressive spread. Loss of PTEN may enhance MMP secretion thus additionally contributing to this process^[@R39]^. On the other hand, less aggressive cells, expressing functional PTEN, would be less compliant, which can direct their topotactic migration into denser matrix areas, complicating migratory behavior, even if matrix is partially degraded. Many other genetic alterations could potentially affect cell stiffness, either through the ECM regulated PI3K-Akt and ROCK-MLCK signaling pathways, or through other mechanisms, accounting for increased invasive behavior. Compliance with the complex substratum topography can also influence formation of focal adhesions of different size and maturity, which might also contribute to the topotaxis control^[@R40]^. Conveniently, this network-based view can also suggest multiple potential interventions that may help shift signaling activity and alter cell stiffness thus reversing aggressive phenotypes.

Our analysis illustrates the importance of changing the prevailing emphasis on cell analysis on flat adhesion substrata, where various tactic phenomena have been described so far, to more complex but also more realistic environments, in which the haptotactic, durotactic and topotactic guidance effects can be intertwined. Studies of cell migrations on nano-structured surfaces also suggested that cells may actively sense the rigidity of local micro-environment^[@R41],[@R42]^. The initial analysis undertaken here, with the assistance of tools that are more complex than the 2D environment of the Petri dish, but less daunting than the 3D environments found in many tissues, can help establish the framework for quantitative description of the mechanical and chemical properties of both extracellular matrix and of the live cells actively interacting with it.

Methods {#S6}
=======

Fabrication of Topographical Pattern Arrays {#S7}
-------------------------------------------

To construct graded post density array (GPDA), poly(urethane acrylate) (PUA) was used as a mold material from the silicon master as previously described ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"})^[@R46]^. Briefly, the ultraviolet (UV)-curable PUA was drop-dispensed onto a silicon master and then a flexible and transparent polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film was brought into contact with the dropped PUA liquid. Subsequently, it was exposed to UV light (λ= 200-400 nm) for 30 s through the transparent backplane (dose = 100 mJ cm^−2^). After UV curing, the mold was peeled off from the master and additionally cured overnight to terminate the remaining active acrylate groups on the surface prior to use as a first replica. The resulting PUA mold used in the experiment was a thin sheet with a thickness of \~50 μm.

The topographic patterns with variable local density and anisotropy were fabricated on glass coverslips, using UV-assisted capillary molding techniques^[@R47]^. Prior to application of the PUA mold, the glass substratum was cleaned with isopropyl alcohol, thoroughly rinsed in distilled ionized water, and then dried in a stream of nitrogen. Subsequently, an adhesive agent (phosphoric acrylate: propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate = 1:10, volume ratio) was spin-coated to form a thin layer (\~100 nm) for 30 s at 3000 rpm. A small amount of the same PUA precursor was drop-dispensed on the substrate and a PUA mold was directly placed onto the surface. The PUA precursor spontaneously filled the cavity of the mold by means of capillary action and was cured by exposure to UV light (λ= 250-400 nm) for \~30 s through the transparent backplane (dose = 100 mJ cm^−2^). After curing, the mold was peeled off from the substrate using a sharp tweezers. Patterns were viewed and photographed with a LEO FESEM 1530 operating at 1 kV. The nanopost array used in this study, GPDA, has the post spacing gradient along the x direction and post spacing to the y direction, resulting in an anisotropic density gradient. Thus the nano-posts used had a constant diameter of 600 nm with the varying post-to-post spacing from 300 nm \[spacing ratio (spacing/diameter) of 0.5\] to 4.2 μm (spacing ratio of 7) in the x direction, but constant post-to-post spacing of 600 nm (spacing ratio of 1) to the y direction.

Cell Culture {#S8}
------------

We used several cell lines from the Wistar Institute collection: 1205Lu, WM983B, SBcl2 and WM1552, a gift from Dr. Rhoda Alani (Boston University). We also used 1205Lu and SBcl2 with the transfected with plasmids coding for 3-phosphoinotitide-specific Akt pleckstrin-homology domain fused with mRFP in 1205Lu or GFP in SBcl2. We transfected mRFP-Akt PH plasmid in 1205Lu and GFP-Akt PH plasmid in SBcl2 using lipofectaminTM 2000 transfection reagents (Thermo Fisher, 11608027) as described in product\'s manual. mRFP and GFP-Akt PH plasmids were gifted by Dr. Jin Zhang\'s lab (UCSD)^[@R48]^. After cloning Akt PH domain from GFP-Akt PH plasmids, we ligated the mRFP plasmid to it. The cells were cultured in Dulbecco\'s modified Eagle\'s medium (Gibco) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco), 50 U/ml penicillin, and 50 μg/ml streptomycin (Invitrogen) at 37°C, 5% CO~2~ and 90% humidity. These were splited 1:4 after trypsinization every 2-3 days. Glass coverslip with the topographical pattern substratum was previously glued onto the bottom surface of the custom-made MatTek dish (P35G-20-C). Then, we replated cells on the pattern pre-coated by 10 or 50 μg/ml of fibronectin (Sigma-Aldrich, F1141) for 3 hours and incubate up to 12 hours for the attachment. For the perturbation of signaling pathway related to cell migration, 5 μM of Y27632 (Sigma-Aldrich, Y0503), 10 μM of LY294002 (Sigma-Aldrich, L9908) and 100nM of bpV(HOpic) (Sigma-Aldrich, SML0884) were added. Mycoplasma contamination was tested with Hoescht (Invitrogen, 33342).

Western Blot Analysis {#S9}
---------------------

Cells are homogenized in RIPA buffer (Thermo Scientific®) with protease inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Scientific®), then centrifuged at 12,000 × g at 4 °C for 30 min. The supernatant was collected and protein was quantified using Bradford assay kit (Pierce). Protein samples were subsequently diluted with sample buffer, heated at 70 °C for 10 minutes. These samples were separated on a 4-20% w/v SDS PAGE gel (BioRad), and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane (BioRad). This membrane was blocked for 1 hour in AquaBlock™/EIA/WB (EastCoast bio) and incubated in 1:1000 diluted solution of PTEN (Cell signaling, 9552), 1:1000 diluted solution of myosin light chain (Abcam, ab11082), 1:500 diluted solution of phosphorylated myosin light chain (Cell signaling, 3674), 1:1000 diluted solution of Akt (Cell signaling, 9272), 1:1000 diluted solution of phospohorylated Akt (Cell signaling, 9271) and 1:1000 diluted solution of GAPDH (Abcam, ab9485) in blocking solution at 4 °C overnight. After washed (three times for 10 minutes) in TBST (10 mM Tris, pH 8.0 and 0.1% v/v Tween 20), goat anti-rabbit and anti-mouse secondary antibodies for Odyssey® western blotting (Li-cor) were treated. Finally, after washing with TBST, Odyssey® CLx infrared imaging system (Li-cor) was applied to blotting. For quantification, each blot was repeated at least three times.

Time-Lapse Microscopy {#S10}
---------------------

Images were acquired after cells were fully attached. For long-term observation, the custom-made MatTek dish integrated with topographically patterned substratum was mounted onto the stage of a motorized inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200M) equipped with a Cascade 512B II CCD camera that has the environmental chamber containing. Phase-contrast and epi-fluorescent images of cells were automatically recorded using the Slidebook 4.1 (Intelligent Imaging Innovations, Denver, CO) for 5 hours at 10 min intervals.

Tracking Cells {#S11}
--------------

To investigate the migratory behavior on the pattern, we tracked cells manually in every image taken by time lapse by outlining the boundary of each cell. Then, using a custom MATLAB code (The MathWorks, Natick, MA), we obtained the positions of cell centroids as a function of time. The code is accessible in [supplementary information](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The D/T was defined as the ratio of shortest distance between the initial location of an individual cell and its final location to the length of whole itinerary of the cell during live cell imaging.

Quantification of spatial PI3K translocation {#S12}
--------------------------------------------

Segmentation of epi-fluorescent images was performed as follows. MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox allows reading the pixel values that describe the intensity in a manually isolated single cell. Hot spots, the regions that have higher intensity value on cell membrane than the average intensity of total pixels in a single cell, were segmented. Then, we grouped each hot spot after cutting off the area below the threshold area for ensuring continuous activation of signal. Based on these groups of hot spots, we acquire the area (*A*), average intensity (*F*), and centroid coordinates of each hot spot region to calculate the overall signaling vector within a cell. The position of the hot spot relative to the cell centroid, x*~i~* = (*x~i~*, *y~i~*) was defined by subtracting the coordinates of the cell\'s centroid from those of its hot spots, *i*. Its vector, *s~i~* is described by the magnitude equal to the total fluorescence intensity of the spot, (*A~i~F~i~*); and the overall signaling vector, *S*, describing spatial PI3K translocation is the sum of *s~i~*. These vectors indicated the direction of spatial PI3K activation in an individual cell^[@R49]^. Then, we averaged all of the signaling vectors of each time point and calculated the direction of averaged signaling vector of each cell for 5 hours ([Supplementary Fig 8a](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). $$s_{i} = A_{i}F_{i}\frac{x_{i}}{\sqrt{x_{i}^{2} + y_{i}^{2}}};\quad S = \sum\limits_{N}^{i = 1}s_{i}$$

Magnetic Twisting Cytometry (MTC) {#S13}
---------------------------------

To quantify stiffness of the living adherent cell, we used MTC as described previously^[@R50],[@R51]^. In brief, a functionalized ferrimagnetic microbead bound to the cytoskeleton (CSK) through cell surface integrin receptors was magnetized horizontally and then twisted in a vertically aligned homogenous magnetic field that varied sinusoidally in time. The sinusoidal twisting field causes both a rotation and a pivoting displacement of the bead. As the bead moves, the cell develops internal stresses that in turn resist bead motions. Lateral bead displacements in response to the resulting oscillatory torque were detected via a CCD camera (Orca II-ER, Hamamatsu, Japan) attached to an inverted optical microscope (Leica Microsystems, Bannockburn, IL), and with an accuracy of 5 nm using an intensity-weighted center-of-mass algorithm. We defined the ratio of specific applied torque to lateral bead displacements as the complex elastic modulus of the cell, *g\*(f) = g' (f) + i g" (f)*, where *g'* is the storage modulus (cell stiffness), *g"* is the loss modulus (cell friction), and *i*^2^=−1. Cell stiffness and friction are expressed in units of Pascal per nm (Pa/nm). Statistic analyses were performed using unpaired two-tailed Student\'s *t* tests. To satisfy the normal distribution assumptions, cell stiffness data were square root transformed and confirmed by the Jarque-Bera test.

Immunofluorescence Staining {#S14}
---------------------------

Cultures were conducted on the nanofabricated coverslip as described above after coating with FN. We fixed with ice-cold 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 minutes, washed two times with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and permeablized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 5 minutes. After washing with PBS, cultures were blocked by 10% goat-serum for 1 hour, and then incubated with primary antibody against vinculin (1:200, Sigma-Aldrich, V9131) for 3 hours in room temperature. After washing, with secondary antibody for vinculin (1:500), Alexa fluor 594 conjugated phalloidin (1:40, Molecular Probes, A12381) and Hoescht (Invitrogen, 33342), cultures were incubated for 1 hour in room temperature. The slides were mounted with anti-fade reagent (SlowFade gold, Invitrogen) and taken by confocal microscope (Zeiss 510 Meta confocal) with a X63 oil immersion objective (Zeiss, 1.6 NA).

Proliferation assay {#S15}
-------------------

1205Lu and SBcl2 cells were plated on the nanofabricated coverslips pre-coated with 10 or 50 μg/ml of FN. After 1 day of culture, cells were immunofluorescently stained with Ki67 (Abcam, ab15580) and Hoescht (Invitrogen, 33342) as described above. Next, we counted all cells and the cells positive for Ki67, a proliferation marker, in sparse and dense post regions on GPDA. Then, the ratios of the number of Ki67-positive cells to that of total cells in each region analyzed were calculated to assess the proliferation rate.

Measurement of Relative Depths of Vinculin-stained Focal Adhesions {#S16}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Cells with immunofluorescence-stained vinculin were imaged using confocal microscope (Leica SP8) with a X63 oil immersion objective (Zeiss, 1.6 NA), and the Z- direction re-construction was performed with customized MATLAB code (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). The code is accessible in [supplementary information](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. We found the centroid coordinates of the re-constructed vinculin-stained focal adhesions and measured their depths relative to the zero plain level (at the top of the posts) based on the Z-coordinates. Then, we divided the vinculin-marked focal adhesions in individual cells into two groups, depending on their locations corresponding to the local post density, i.e., those in the sparser vs. denser post regions, and averaged their depths within each group. Relative depths were calculated by subtracting the mean depth of the focal adhesions on denser relative to the sparser region in an individual cell; positive relative depth indicates deeper average focal adhesions penetration on the sparser post region than on denser post region.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) {#S17}
----------------------------------

For scanning electron microscopy, cultured melanoma cells on the graded nano-post density adhesion substrata were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4, Gibco Invitrogen) and fixed in 3% glutaraldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for 1 hr. After fixation, we rinsed samples in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate for thirty minutes at 4°C and then post-fixed in 2% osmium tetroxide for 1 hr at the same temperature. After a brief D-H~2~O rinse, samples were en-bloc stained in 2% aqueous uranyl acetate (0.22 μm filtered) for 1 hr at room temperature in the dark. Following a graded ethanol dehydration cells were critical point dried with liquid CO~2~, mounted onto SEM stubs with double stick carbon tape, and sputter coated with 10 nm gold palladium. Samples were viewed and photographed with a LEO FESEM 1530 operating at 1 kV.
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![Topotactic migration of melanoma cells guided by the gradient of the post density and pre-coated ECM density. (a) Schematic of a cell culture on the graded post substratum; (b) SEM images of a 1205Lu melanoma cell cultured on the graded post substratum. Magnified areas focus on different formations of filopodia in the denser (blue box) vs. sparser post region (red box); (c) Changes in the number of cells as a function of time and the post density for 1205Lu cells and SBcl2 cells on GPDA, pre-coated with 10 μg/ml and 50 μg/ml of FN; (d) Trajectories of 1205Lu and SBcl2 cell migration on the gradient of post density pre-coated 10 μg/ml and 50 μg/ml of FN; (e) Biased migration of invasive (1205Lu and WM983B) and non-invasive (SBcl2 and WM1552) melanoma cells evaluated as the average shift from the initial position on 10 μg/ml and 50 μg/ml of FN for 5 hours in the direction parallel to the gradient of post density. Positive values indicate the migration from denser-to sparser post regions. \* = Statistical significance of biased directional migration on GPDA compared with migration on flat substrata. \*P\<0.05 and \*\*\*P\<0.005 and all paired two-sample Student\'s t-test. All error bars are S.E.M.](nihms-755506-f0001){#F1}

![Correlation of the topotactic migration direction and cell stiffness as a function of the local post density. (a) Fractions of 1205Lu cell displacements in *x* direction for 5 hours on 10 μg/ml FN and 50 μg/ml FN pre-coated GPDA. Positive values indicate the migration from denser-to sparser post regions; (b) The fractions of 1205Lu cells that have relatively deeper FAs penetration into the substratum in the sparser vs. denser post array zones of 10 μg/ml FN and 50 μg/ml FN coated GPDA (see panel (c) for examples of the image analysis). \* = Statistical significance of deviation from zero mean which indicates vertically even distribution of FAs in individual cells. \*\*\*P\<0.005. Wilcoxon signed rank test for zero mean. (c) Confocal images of vinculin-stained cells showing differential vertical protrusions of 1205Lu cells, as a function of the post density, on indicated \[FN\]. For each \[FN\], we analyzed the depths of FAs, as represented by vinculin staining intensity, located in the denser region, 1-4 (blue), and in the sparser region, 5-8 (red). In the top right panel, we show z-series images and analysis of signal intensity of corresponding FAs in z-direction; FAs in denser regions show peak intensity (dashed lines) at higher z-distance measured from the glass bottom (the z-position of 0), than those in sparser regions. In the bottom panels, x-z and y-z projections of FAs are shown with respect to the glass bottom (with the maximum vinculin staining positions determined in the top panels marked with dashed lines and arrows) (d) Dependence of cell stiffness on the local post density on 10 μg/ml FN and 50 μg/ml FN coated GPDAs, with the gradient range divided into three equally sized zones of the different local post densities. \* = Statistical significance between the values on the dense vs. sparse post density zones. \*P\<0.05, \*\*P\<0.01 and \*\*\*P\<0.005. All paired two-sample Student\'s t-test. All error bars are S.E.M. (e) ECM-stimulated ROCK and PI3K activity in 1205Lu cells evaluated by immunoblotting of their substrates: Akt and MLC, All error bars are S.E.M (n=3); (f) A schematic depiction of ECM-triggered signaling pathway activities in 1205Lu cells shown in panel (e) and their effect on membrane protrusion and cell stiffness, assuming relative dominance of the PI3K pathway, which leads to a decrease in cell stiffness (and thus increasing substratum penetration) with increasing ECM contact.](nihms-755506-f0002){#F2}

![Modulation of topotaxis direction of 1205Lu cells by perturbations of PI3K and ROCK signaling. (a) Predicted changes of activity of the signaling network regulating cell stiffness of 1205Lu cells by pharmacological inhibition of PI3K (LY294002, red arrow) and ROCK (Y27632, blue arrow). PI3K inhibition is predicted to generate a 'reversal zone': the ECM density range where ROCK activity becomes dominant over PI3K activity, which results in a reversal the direction of the topotactic cell migration. (b,e) Cell displacements in the direction parallel to post density gradient on 10 μg/ml FN pre-coated GPDA (b) and 50 μg/ml FN pre-coated GPDA for 5 hours (e). \* = Statistical significance of the biased deviation from the zero mean in the *x*-direction. \*\*P\<0.01 and \*\*\*P\<0.005. Wilcoxon signed rank test for zero mean. All error bars are S.E.M.; (c,f) The distributions of topotactic cell displacements on 10 μg/ml FN pre-coated GPDA (c) and 50 μg/ml FN pre-coated GPDA (f) following treatment with a ROCK inhibitor, (5μM of Y27632) and a PI3K inhibitor (10μM of LY294002); (d,g) Modulation of cell stiffness dependence on the post density of 10 μg/ml FN (d) and 50 μg/ml FN coated GPDA (g) following PI3K and ROCK signaling perturbations. \* = Statistical significance of the difference between the values on the dense vs. sparse regions. \*P\<0.05, \*\*P\<0.01 and \*\*\*P\<0.005. All paired two-sample Student\'s t-test. All error bars are S.E.M.](nihms-755506-f0003){#F3}

![Functional PTEN in non-invasive SBcl2 modulates its topotactic properties accounting for the responses shown in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. (a) Non-invasive SBcl2 melanoma but not invasive 1205Lu cells express PTEN, a PI3K antagonist. Non-invasive melanoma cell lines, SBcl2 and WM1552C, display lower PI3K activity and higher ROCK activity vs. invasive 1205Lu and WM983B cell lines on GPDA coated with 1 μg/ml of FN; (b) Dependence of the PI3K and ROCK activity in SBcl2 cells on the ECM density measured by assaying their substrates, Akt and MLC correspondingly. The data were quantified and normalized using the analysis in panel (a) to show the relative PI3K and ROCK activities in SBcl2 (solid) and 1205Lu (dashed) cell lines. All error bars are S.E.M; (c) PI3K and ROCK signaling pathway activities in SBcl2 (solid) and 1205Lu (dashed) cell lines, inferred from panel (b), showing the predicted change in the balance of the relative PI3K and ROCK signaling activities and the resulting switch in the topotaxis directionality. This change in the activity balance is also schematically depicted in the diagram on the right; (d) The distributions of topotactic displacements of SBcl2 cells on 10 μg/ml FN and 50 μg/ml FN-coated GPDA over the course of 5 hours; (e) Reversal of the SBcl2 cell stiffness dependence on the post density in cells cultured on 50 μg/ml vs. 10 μg/ml FN coating density on GPDA. \* = Statistical significance between the values on dense vs. sparse region. \*P\<0.05 and all paired two-sample Student\'s t-test. All error bars are S.E.M. (f) The fractions of SBcl2 cells that have relatively deeper FAs penetration into the substratum in the sparser vs. denser post array zones on 10 μg/ml FN and 50 μg/ml FN coated GPDA. \* = Statistical significance of the deviation from the zero mean. n.s = no significance and \*\*\*P\<0.005. Wilcoxon signed rank test for zero mean. (g) Confocal images showing differential vertical protrusions of SBcl2 cells depending on post density and ECM density. The analysis is equivalent to that shown in [Fig. 2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.](nihms-755506-f0004){#F4}

![Modulation of topotaxis direction of SBcl2 cells by perturbations of PI3K and ROCK signaling. (a) Predicted changes of activity of the signaling network regulating cell stiffness of SBcl2 cells by pharmacological inhibition of PI3K (LY294002, red arrow) and ROCK (Y27632, blue arrow). PI3K inhibition is predicted to extend the reversal of the balance between PI3K and ROCK activities to the whole ECM density range in contrast to ROCK inhibition removing the reversal; (b,e) SBcl2 cell displacements in the direction parallel to post density gradient on 10 μg/ml FN pre-coated GPDA (b) and 50 μg/ml FN pre-coated GPDA examined for 5 hours (e). \* = Statistical significance of the biased deviation from the zero mean in the *x*-direction. \*\*P\<0.01 and \*\*\*P\<0.005. Wilcoxon signed rank test for the zero mean. All error bars are S.E.M.; (c,f) The distributions of topotactic SBcl2 cell displacements on 10 μg/ml FN pre-coated GPDA (c) and 50 μg/ml FN pre-coated GPDA (f) following treatment with a ROCK inhibitor, (5μM of Y27632) and a PI3K inhibitor (10μM LY294002); (d,g) Modulation of cell stiffness dependence on the post density of 10 μg/ml FN (d) and 50 μg/ml FN coated GPDA (g) following PI3K and ROCK signaling perturbations. \* = Statistical significance between the values on the dense vs. sparse regions. \*P\<0.05 and all paired two-sample Student\'s t-test. All error bars are S.E.M. (h) Modulation of topotaxis direction of non-invasive melanoma cells cultured on GPDA pre-coated with a high FN density, following inhibition of PTEN. SBcl2 and WM1552 cell displacements in the direction parallel to post density gradient on GPDA pre-coated with 50 μg/ml FN and examined for 5 hours following treatment with 100 nM of bpV(HOpic), a PTEN inhibitor. \* = Statistical significance of difference in displacement in the x-direction between with and without drug. \*\*\*P\<0.005. All paired two-sample Student\'s t-tests. All error bars are S.E.M. (i) The distributions of topotactic SBcl2 and WM1552 cell displacements measured in (h). \* = Statistical significance of the biased deviation from the zero mean in the x-direction. \*\*\*P\<0.005. Wilcoxon signed rank test for the zero mean.](nihms-755506-f0005){#F5}

![A schematic graphic model of the topotaxis in invasive and non-invasive cells. The directionality of topotactic migration depends on differential conformity of cellular membrane to local topographic structure. The degree of conformity depends on the cell rigidity, which in turn is controlled by the interplay between two ECM activated signaling pathways: PI3K-Akt increasing the degree of conformity and matrix penetration and ROCK-MLCK decreasing the degree of conformity. The balance between the activities of these pathways can be determined by the local ECM signaling input or genetic changes affecting these pathways, and can be modulated by pharmacological perturbations. The relatively higher activity of the PI3K-Akt pathway in the invasive melanoma cells (a) can lead to differential penetration of the matrix and lead to a higher matrix contact in the sparser vs. denser matrix zones, generating bias for migration from the denser to sparser matrix density. In the other hand, at high enough ECM signaling inputs, the relatively higher activity of the ROCK-MLCK pathway in noninvasive melanoma cells limits cell penetration into the matrix, leading to haptotactic migration up the density gradient (b).](nihms-755506-f0006){#F6}
